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ABSTRACT 14 

The Arctic plays a fundamental role in the climate system and has shown significant 15 

climate change in recent decades, including the Arctic warming and decline of Arctic sea-ice 16 

extent and thickness. In contrast to the Arctic warming and reduction of Arctic sea ice, 17 

Europe, East Asia and North America have experienced anomalously cold conditions, with 18 

record snowfall during recent years. In this paper, we review current understanding of the 19 

sea-ice impacts on the Eurasian climate. Paleo, observational and modelling studies are 20 

covered to summarize several major themes, including: the variability of Arctic sea ice and 21 

its controls; the likely causes and apparent impacts of the Arctic sea-ice decline during the 22 
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satellite era, as well as past and projected future impacts and trends; the links and feedback 23 

mechanisms between the Arctic sea ice and the Arctic Oscillation/North Atlantic Oscillation, 24 

the recent Eurasian cooling, winter atmospheric circulation, summer precipitation in East 25 

Asia, spring snowfall over Eurasia, East Asian winter monsoon, and midlatitude extreme 26 

weather; and the remote climate response (e.g., atmospheric circulation, air temperature) to 27 

changes in Arctic sea ice. We conclude with a brief summary and suggestions for future 28 

research. 29 
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1. Introduction 33 

Global warming is enhanced at high latitudes where the Arctic surface air temperature 34 

has risen twice as large as the global average in recent decades --- a feature called Arctic 35 

amplification. Although the Arctic warming implies a melting of sea-ice cover (e.g., 36 

Johannessen and Bjørgo, 1995; Johannessen, 2008; Johannessen et al., 2004), its dynamic--37 

thermodynamic response is neither straightforward nor necessarily linear (Zhang et al., 2000). 38 

This is also true for the response of the atmosphere to sea-ice reductions (Magnusdottir et al., 39 

2004; Deser et al., 2004; Deser and Teng, 2008). Sea ice plays an important role in the 40 

climate system due to its reflection of solar radiation back to the atmosphere and its blocking 41 

of the direct exchange of energy and mass between the atmosphere and the ocean. In addition, 42 

the melting and formation of sea ice can influence the surface sea water density and therefore 43 

potentially change the ocean circulation. 44 

Satellite observations (1979 to present) indicate that Arctic sea ice cover has declined 45 

over recent decades, and that the rate of decline is increasing (e.g., Comiso et al., 2008). 46 
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Arctic sea ice cover reached a record low in September 2012. Analyses indicate that the 47 

recent Arctic warming signal is consistent with the reduction in sea ice cover (Screen and 48 

Simmonds, 2010). 49 

The reduction in Arctic sea ice cover could potentially impact upon the climate in the 50 

Northern Hemisphere (NH) (Ma et al., 2012; Zhou and Wang, 2014). The impact of Arctic 51 

sea ice on global climate has been reviewed by Budikova (2009). The links between Arctic 52 

sea ice, storms and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) have been reviewed by Bader et al. 53 

(2011). Recently, Vihma (2014) reviewed the influence of Arctic sea-ice reduction on climate 54 

and weather. Considering new studies on the link between Arctic sea ice and the Eurasian 55 

climate in recent years, the purpose of this paper is to summarize the available literature with 56 

a special focus on the impact of Arctic sea ice on the Eurasian climate and the related 57 

uncertainty. We also cover paleoclimate studies on the impact of sea ice. 58 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes the 59 

past, present and future status of the Arctic sea ice. Section 3 summarizes atmospheric and 60 

oceanic forcings on the Arctic sea ice. Section 4 summarizes the impact of Arctic sea ice on 61 

the paleoclimate, present climate, and projected climate, including both observational and 62 

modelling studies. The related uncertainty is discussed in section 5, followed by a summary 63 

and future perspective in section 6. 64 

2. Arctic sea ice change: past, present and future 65 

Paleo-proxy reconstructions suggest that winter Arctic sea ice appeared approximately 66 

47 Ma (million years ago) with the global cooling in the Cenozoic (~65 Ma). There was year-67 

round sea-ice cover in at least part of the Arctic beginning 14--13 Ma, and widespread Arctic 68 

sea-ice cover present during the last 2--3 million years. Arctic sea-ice cover shows clear 69 

oscillations during the glacial--interglacial cycles. The last low-ice event related to orbital 70 

forcing (high insolation) was in the early Holocene (Polyak et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2012). 71 
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Historical records and high-resolution paleo-proxy reconstructions have been used to 72 

investigate the multidecadal variation of Arctic sea ice. For example, Miles et al. (2014) 73 

synthesized available historical records of Arctic sea-ice over the past several centuries in the 74 

Atlantic sector and found strong co-variability between Arctic sea ice and the Atlantic 75 

Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), suggesting an intrinsic link between the AMO and Arctic 76 

sea ice. This was also suggested by early modelling studies (e.g., Jungclaus et al., 2005; 77 

Mahajan et al., 2011). Kinnard et al. (2011) also proposed that meridional ocean heat 78 

transport to the Arctic could possibly be the key driver for the multidecadal variations in 79 

Arctic sea-ice cover. 80 

Since October 1978, the satellite-observed Arctic sea-ice extent shows downward trends 81 

in all months, with the largest downward trend appearing in September of each year (Stroeve 82 

et al., 2012a; Cassano et al., 2013) and two record minima having occurred in 2007 and 2012 83 

(Francis, 2013). For example, using the mean of 1981--2010 as a base period, the declining 84 

trend in sea-ice extent is −0.40 × 106 km2 (10 yr)−1 [or 3% (10 yr)−1] in March and −0.89 × 85 

106 km2 (10 yr)−1 [or 12% (10 yr)−1] in September from 1979 to 2013 (Miles et al., 2014). 86 

The observed reduction in sea-ice extent is significantly faster than that simulated by most 87 

numerical models using realistic anthropogenic increases in greenhouse gases (Stroeve et al., 88 

2012b). The projections from the models in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the 89 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) show that the summer (September) 90 

Arctic sea ice could nearly disappear (sea ice extent less than 1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 91 

consecutive years) by the middle of the 21st century under a high-emissions scenario (IPCC, 92 

2013; Overland and Wang, 2013). 93 

3. Arctic sea ice: Atmospheric or oceanic forcing? 94 

Numerous studies have investigated the causes of Arctic sea-ice variations and trends. 95 

Simmonds and Keay (2009) suggest that low Arctic sea-ice extent conditions in September 96 
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provide additional energy for cyclonic systems, which could further exert greater mechanical 97 

forcing to move more sea ice into warmer waters and result, in turn, in less sea-ice extent. 98 

The wintertime sea-ice cover variability shows a seesaw pattern between the Labrador Sea 99 

and the Greenland--Barents Seas (Gerdes, 2006), which is driven by the NAO through wind 100 

forcing, oceanic heat transport, and surface heat exchanges (Frankignoul et al., 2014). 101 

Koenigk et al. (2009) suggest that negative-phase NAO leads to anomalous high pressure 102 

over Novaya Zemlya and anomalous low pressure over Svalbard, strengthening the winds 103 

across the northern border of the Barents Sea, and thus the sea-ice transport into the Barents 104 

Sea increases. Ding et al. (2014) found that the annual mean tropical SSTs during 1979--2012 105 

could have stimulated anomalous Rossby wave-train activity that extended from the central 106 

tropical Pacific towards the Arctic region, leading to a negative trend in the NAO. The 107 

negative trend of the NAO has been strongly associated with the surface and tropospheric 108 

warming in northeastern Canada and Greenland since 1979, which could potentially have 109 

impacted on the variation of the Arctic sea ice. Matsumura et al. (2014) revealed that earlier 110 

spring snowmelt over Eurasia causes a warmer land surface and therefore amplified 111 

stationary Rossby waves, leading to a deceleration of the subpolar jet. As a result, an 112 

anomalous anticyclone emerges over the Arctic Ocean. The intensified surface anticyclonic 113 

circulation played a contributing role in accelerating the sea-ice decline during 1988--2011, 114 

via transpolar drift and export out of the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait. 115 

In particular, numerous studies have investigated the causes of the remarkable low Arctic 116 

sea-ice extent in 2007. It is agreed that a primary driver for the rapid sea-ice cover decrease in 117 

2007 was the summer Arctic Dipole (anomalous high sea-level pressure over the Beaufort 118 

Sea and anomalous low pressure over the Siberian Arctic), which has persisted through to 119 

June of 2012, thus creating an intensified meridional flow across the Arctic (Overland et al., 120 

2012). This mechanism was revealed by Stroeve et al. (2008), who suggested that the 121 
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promotion of persistent southerly wind anomalies in the Laptev and East Siberian seas favors 122 

strong melt and ice transport away from the coast. L'Heureux et al. (2008) suggest that the 123 

anomalous anticyclone associated with an anomalously strong positive phase of the Pacific--124 

North American pattern contributes to a precipitous decrease in Arctic sea ice through 125 

increasing solar radiation, enhancing the poleward transport of warm air, and increasing sea-126 

ice drift away from the western Arctic. 127 

However, atmospheric forcing seems to become less effective in the recovery of Arctic 128 

sea ice. For example, the extreme negative phase of the Arctic Oscillation (AO) in winter 129 

2009/2010 should have favored the retention of Arctic sea ice through the 2010 summer melt 130 

season. However, the sea-ice extent ended up as the third lowest since satellite records began 131 

(Stroeve et al., 2011b). Consequently, the potential impact of ocean forcing needs to be fully 132 

understood. Jackson et al. (2010) indicated that the stronger near-surface stratification from 133 

increasing ice melt stores the heat in the near surface (20--25 m depth), which can then be 134 

used to melt ice and reduce ice thickness. Comiso et al. (2008) revealed that the increased 135 

absorption of solar radiation induced by the increasing open water area in the Arctic basin is 136 

likely the primary cause for recent Arctic sea-ice reduction. Besides, the extensive open water 137 

in recent Septembers has led to an increasingly thin, first-year ice in the following spring that 138 

is vulnerable to melting out in the summer (Stroeve et al., 2012a). Additionally, the Arctic 139 

winter sea--ice retreat has been related to the warmer Pacific waters flowing in to the Arctic 140 

through the Bering Strait, which may act as a trigger for the onset of solar-driven melt 141 

(Woodgate et al., 2010). The increase of the Atlantic inflow to the western Barents Sea and 142 

the increased delivery of oceanic heat to the ice-sheet margin also contribute to the Arctic 143 

winter sea-ice reduction (Stroeve et al., 2012a). The decreasing of summer snowfall over the 144 

Arctic Ocean and Canadian Archipelago results in loss of snow-on-ice, leading to a 145 

substantial decrease in the surface albedo over the Arctic Ocean. Accordingly, the solar input 146 
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to the Arctic Ocean is increased, causing additional surface ice melt (Screen and Simmonds, 147 

2012). Langehaug et al. (2013) investigated the Fram Strait sea-ice area export in CMIP5 148 

(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) models, and found that the simulated 149 

southward export of sea ice in the Fram Strait constitutes a major fraction of Arctic sea-ice 150 

reduction in five models (sea-ice area export in Fram Strait can be diagnosed in six CMIP5 151 

models) over 1957 to 2005. They found low but significant correlations on interannual 152 

timescales between the Fram Strait sea-ice export, both in terms of area and volume, and the 153 

Arctic Basin sea-ice thickness. All six models (NorESM1-M; CNRM-CM5; MPI-ESM-LR; 154 

MRI-CGCM3; ACCESS1-3; MPI-ESM-P) show that an increase in ice-area export leads to a 155 

decrease in sea-ice thickness. Sandø et al. (2014) diagnosed the historical simulation (1850 to 156 

2005) performed by the Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM) and found that the ocean 157 

has stronger direct impacts on changes in sea-ice mass in terms of freezing and melting than 158 

the atmosphere, both in the mean and with respect to variability over 1950 to 2005. Day et al. 159 

(2012) used model and satellite data to suggest that the AMO warming phase could explain 160 

5%--30% of the satellite era (1979--2010) summer sea-ice reduction and an even higher 161 

proportion for the winter sea ice. Recently, Wyatt and Curry (2014) suggested that the North 162 

Atlantic Ocean halocline, which is generated because the sea ice in the Eurasian Arctic is 163 

exposed to the open ocean, is mostly responsible for wintertime sea-ice cover. This is because 164 

the halocline is resulting vertical density structure and prevents ocean heat at depth from 165 

reaching the surface. So, where a strong halocline exists, sea-ice growth is promoted. 166 

4. Arctic sea ice and Eurasian climate 167 

4.1 Paleo studies 168 

Due to the uncertainties in sea-ice reconstruction in the past climate, it remains difficult 169 

to investigate the impact of sea ice on the paleoclimate. A few modeling studies have shown 170 
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that sea-ice cover likely played an important role in the paleoclimate. 171 

The mid-Pliocene (~3 Ma) is thought to be an analogy of future climate owing to the 172 

high CO2 concentration (~405 ppmv) with reduced ice sheets and northward expansion of 173 

boreal forest (e.g., Dowsett et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2014). Multiple proxy data show that the 174 

mid-Pliocene Arctic was likely warmer than today (Salzmann et al., 2013). During the mid-175 

Pliocene period, the reduced sea-ice cover contributed significantly to the surface warming at 176 

mid- and high latitudes in the NH. For example, based on energy balance calculations from 177 

eight mid-Pliocene coupled-model simulations, Hill et al. (2014) point out that the albedo 178 

feedbacks, particularly those of sea ice and ice sheets, could have provided the most 179 

significant enhancements to high-latitude warming during the mid-Pliocene. Using an 180 

atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) [version 3 of the Community Atmosphere 181 

Model (CAM3)], Ballantyne et al. (2013) show that with perennial ice-free conditions across 182 

the Arctic, the simulated annual mean surface temperatures over the NH agree better with 183 

terrestrial reconstructions during the mid-Pliocene. They further attribute this result to the 184 

removal of Arctic sea ice, leading to loss of latent heat from the ocean to the atmosphere and 185 

contributing to the warming of continental interiors including the Eurasian continent. 186 

During the Quaternary (about 2.6 Ma), sea ice feedbacks likely played an important role 187 

in glacial--interglacial cycles. Although it is often believed that shifts in glacial--interglacial 188 

cycles were controlled by Earth’s orbital changes, Gildor and Tziperman (2000) suggested 189 

that sea ice, via its albedo and insulating effects, could have caused a rapid switch of the 190 

climate system from a growing to a retreating ice-sheet phase, and hence regulated global 191 

climate. Using a coupled atmosphere--slab ocean model, Vavrus (1999) investigated the 192 

climate effect of ice motion under orbital boundary conditions at 6 kyr BP (paleoclimate 193 

warmer than present) and 115 kyr BP (paleoclimate colder than present). He found that the 194 

atmosphere over central Arctic (80°--90°N) was warmed (cooled) up by 0.7 (2.0) °C at 6 195 
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kyr BP (115 kyr BP) in the experiment with sea-ice dynamics compared to the experiment 196 

without sea-ice dynamics, indicating the important role of sea-ice motion to regional 197 

temperature changes. By conducting a set of sensitivity experiments with varied albedo and 198 

thickness of sea ice, Gildor et al. (2013) investigated the albedo and insulating effects of sea 199 

ice in the hydrological cycle, with a focus on rain- and snowfall over the major ice sheets 200 

during Last Glacial Maximum. They found a warmer climate and an increase in snowfall 201 

over the ice sheets as a result of reduced sea-ice cover. The insulating effect of the sea ice on 202 

the hydrological cycle was found to be larger than the albedo effect. 203 

During the past 2000 years, the expanded Arctic sea ice may have been crucial to 204 

sustaining the cold climate during the Little Ice Age (LIA; ca. 1400--1700 AD). Miller et al. 205 

(2012) suggest that strong volcanic eruptions produced abrupt summer cooling at these times, 206 

allowing Arctic sea ice to expand. The increased sea-ice export may then have engaged a 207 

self-sustaining sea-ice/ocean feedback mechanism in the northern North Atlantic that 208 

maintained suppressed summer air temperatures over the North Atlantic-Arctic land (>60°N 209 

and 90°W to 30°E) for centuries after volcanic aerosols were removed from the atmosphere. 210 

Lehner et al. (2013) also indicated that an increase in the Nordic Sea sea-ice extent on 211 

decadal timescales during the LIA as a consequence of major volcanic eruptions led to a spin-212 

up of the subpolar gyre and a weakened Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, 213 

eventually causing a persistent, basin-wide cooling. 214 

To summarize, paleoclimate studies suggest that the Arctic sea ice was a key player for 215 

the surface warming in mid and high latitudes in the NH during different paleo periods, and 216 

that the Arctic sea ice has the potential to shift glacial--interglacial cycles.  217 

4.2 Observation studies 218 

Observation-based studies suggest that the change in Arctic sea ice is linked to change in 219 

the Eurasian climate. Most studies focus on the impact of reduced autumn and winter Arctic 220 
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sea ice on the Eurasian climate in winter. 221 

Observation-based studies in the early 20th century, as briefly summarized by Herman 222 

and Johnson (1978), suggest: a potential link between the winter conditions in Europe and the 223 

ice conditions in East Greenland during the previous summer (Hildebrandsson, 1914); a 224 

correlation between the Arctic sea-ice margin and air temperatures and pressures over Europe 225 

(Schell, 1956, 1970). In addition, Tao (1959) summarized the weather forecast in China from 226 

1949 to 1958 and noticed that almost all extreme cold spells (drops in air temperature of more 227 

than 10°C within 24 hours) in East Asia were originated from the Barents Sea or the Kara Sea 228 

with different pathways. Also apparent was an adjustment in the planetary waves over the 229 

Eurasian continent when the extreme cold spells took place in China. More recent studies 230 

(Liu et al., 2007; Li and Wang, 2013b), using satellite- and reanalysis-derived Arctic sea-ice 231 

concentrations, demonstrate a close relationship between the variability of the North Pacific 232 

sea ice and the East Asian winter climate. Their analyses indicated that, associated with 233 

negative sea-ice anomalies in the Sea of Okhotsk and positive ones in the Bering Sea, the 234 

East Asian jet stream and East Asian trough are weaker than normal, leading to warm and 235 

wet conditions in northeast China and central Siberia. When the winter sea ice displays 236 

uniform negative anomalies throughout the North Pacific, the East Asian winter monsoon 237 

(EAWM) is stronger, which leads to cold and dry conditions along the east coast of Asia 238 

(Wang and He, 2012, 2013; He, 2013; He and Wang, 2013a; He et al., 2013; Wang et al., 239 

2013). Based on the sea-ice concentration data derived from version 1 of the UK Met Office 240 

Hadley Centre’s sea ice and SST dataset (HadISST) and National Centers for Environmental 241 

Prediction--National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP--NCAR) reanalysis datasets, 242 

Honda et al. (2009) found that a reduction of sea-ice cover over the Barents--Kara Seas in 243 

late autumn can stimulate a stationary Rossby wave in early winter. This tends to induce an 244 

amplification of the Siberian High and results in significant cold anomalies over the Far East 245 
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in early winter and zonally elongated cold anomalies from Europe to the Far East in late 246 

winter. On the basis of the sea-ice concentration obtained from the British Atmospheric Data 247 

Centre, NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and Japanese reanalysis data, Wu et al. (2011) showed that 248 

a low autumn sea-ice concentration in the eastern Arctic and Eurasian marginal seas, and thus 249 

higher SST, leads to higher surface air temperatures confined to the Barents--Kara Seas. 250 

Involving a negative feedback loop, this pattern causes positive sea level pressure (SLP) 251 

anomalies over northern Eurasia, thereby strengthening the Siberian high. Wu et al. (2013) 252 

used NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis (JRA-25) winter daily (1 253 

December--28 February) data for the period 1979--2012 to reveal that the negative phase of 254 

the tripole wind pattern corresponded to an anomalous anticyclone over northern Eurasia 255 

during winter, as well as two anomalous cyclones over southern Europe and northeastern 256 

Asia. These anomalous cyclones in turn led to enhanced winter precipitation in these two 257 

regions, as well as negative surface temperature anomalies over northern Asia. The intensity 258 

of the tripole wind pattern and the frequency of its extreme negative phase were significantly 259 

correlated with autumn Arctic sea-ice anomalies. Using the Arctic sea ice obtained from the 260 

National Snow and Ice Data Center, snow cover obtained from the Rutgers University Global 261 

Snow Lab and NCEP--NCAR reanalysis II data, Liu et al. (2012) indicated that the increase 262 

in snowfall over the United States and Eurasia in recent winters could be attributed to an 263 

increase in the frequency of blocking events caused by the recent Arctic autumn sea-ice loss. 264 

During light ice winters in the Barents Sea, Inoue et al. (2012) showed that the lower 265 

baroclinicity over the Barents Sea prevents winter cyclones over the Nordic Seas traveling 266 

eastward, and anomalous warm/cold advection then prevails over the Barents Sea/eastern 267 

Siberia due to an anticyclonic anomaly over the Siberian coast of the Barents Sea. Composite 268 

analysis of JRA-25 atmospheric reanalysis data, based on years with the five lowest (2002, 269 

2005, 2006, 2007, 2008) and five highest (1980, 1983, 1986, 1992, 1996) September Arctic 270 
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sea-ice extents, showed that more open water associated with less sea ice during autumn in 271 

the Arctic Ocean reduces the atmospheric stability and leads to more frequent and more 272 

intense autumn cyclones in the Atlantic sector of the Arctic (Stroeve et al., 2011a). Tang et al. 273 

(2103a) analyzed the reanalysis data from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 274 

Forecasts (ECMWF) and Arctic sea-ice extent derived from passive microwave satellite data. 275 

They suggested that a winter high-pressure anomaly prevails over the sub-arctic in 276 

association with a winter sea-ice reduction, and that this favors the occurrence of cold winter 277 

extremes at midlatitudes of the northern continents. Furthermore, these winter atmospheric 278 

circulation anomalies are more strongly associated with simultaneous sea-ice reduction 279 

instead of summer or autumn sea-ice changes. The cold winters in extra-polar regions are 280 

dynamically connected with the Arctic sea-ice loss through the polar stratosphere (Kim et al., 281 

2014). On the basis of observational analyses and model experiments, Kim et al. (2014) 282 

suggested that the decreased sea-ice cover during November--December over the Barents-283 

Kara seas could enhance the upward propagation of planetary-scale waves with wavenumbers 284 

of 1 and 2, subsequently weakening the stratospheric polar vortex in January--February. The 285 

weakened polar vortex preferentially induced a negative phase of AO at the surface, resulting 286 

in low temperatures in north part of Eurasia. 287 

However, recent studies point out that the influence of Arctic sea ice on the Eurasian 288 

climate might be unstable. Based on NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and HadISST data, Li and 289 

Wang (2012) revealed that the relationship between the variation of autumn sea-ice cover 290 

over the Kara--Laptev Seas and winter AO has been strengthened since the early 1980s, and 291 

suggested that the impact of Kara--Laptev autumn sea-ice cover on the northern Eurasian 292 

winter precipitation has intensified. Using the same datasets, Li and Wang (2014) later found 293 

that the co-variability between the autumn sea-ice cover in the region of (65°--82°N, 105°E--294 

135°W) and the EAWM has become stronger since the early 1990s. In addition, again using 295 
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the NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and HadISST dataset, Li et al. (2014) showed that the recent 296 

reduction of autumn Arctic sea-ice cover in the domain of (67°--85°N, 30°--135°E) caused 297 

the East Asian jet stream to extend westward toward East Asia after the 1980s. This led to a 298 

strengthening and southward shift of Rossby waves over East Asia, and therefore resulted in 299 

a strengthening of the AO--EAWM relationship. 300 

Li and Wang (2013a), using NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and version 1 HadISST data, 301 

found that the rapid decline of autumn Arctic sea-ice cover could have enhanced moisture 302 

transport to Siberia and consequently contributed to the increased snow cover there during 303 

the following spring. This favored the southward invasion of cold air via strong radiative 304 

cooling and large-scale descending motion and further contributed to the spring surface 305 

cooling trend along the coast of East Asia after the late 1990s. 306 

Changes in Arctic sea ice have also been linked to summer precipitation in Eurasia. As 307 

already summarized by Vihma (2014), early studies suggested that the extent of spring Arctic 308 

sea-ice cover is closely connected with summer precipitation in East Asia (Zhao et al., 2004; 309 

Wu et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2014), although the pathways or mechanisms differ among 310 

studies. 311 

Also summarized by Vihma (2014), Francis and Vavrus (2012), using NCEP--NCAR 312 

reanalysis data, identified that the sea-ice loss related to Arctic warming---by reducing the 313 

meridional temperature gradient and favoring a weakened poleward gradient in 1000--500 314 

hPa air thicknesses---could slow down the eastward progression of Rossby waves in the 315 

upper troposphere. They suggested that this slower movement of waves would cause 316 

associated weather patterns in the midlatitudes (e.g. drought, flooding, cold spells and heat 317 

waves) to be more persistent. By combining satellite observations of early summer snow 318 

cover and summer sea-ice extent with atmospheric reanalysis data, Tang et al. (2013b) 319 

suggested that summer extreme weather events in the midlatitudes are more frequently 320 
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associated with summer sea-ice extent reduction, which could increase the upper-level 321 

geopotential height, weaken upper-level zonal winds at high latitudes, and lead to a general 322 

northward shift in the jet stream. The contribution of Arctic sea-ice decline to the change in 323 

1000--500 hPa air thickness was revealed by Overland and Wang (2010). By analyzing 324 

NCEP--NCAR reanalysis data, they suggested that a reduction of summer Arctic sea-ice 325 

extent can lead to more open water in late summer; the additional heat is therefore stored in 326 

the Arctic Ocean and then released to the atmosphere during the following autumn. As a 327 

result, the surface air temperature during late autumn in the period 2002--2008 was higher 328 

than normal, contributing to an increase in the 1000--500 hPa air thickness in October--329 

December. They concluded that a reduction in Arctic sea ice had a direct connection to 330 

increased thickness fields in every year, but not necessarily to the SLP fields. However, the 331 

mechanism suggested by Francis and Vavrus (2012) is still under debate. Based on three 332 

reanalysis datasets [ERA-interim, NCEP1, and NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis 333 

for Research and Applications (MERRA)], Barnes (2013) investigated trends in the 334 

meridional extent of atmospheric waves over North America and the North Atlantic and 335 

suggested that previously reported positive trends in Rossby waves were likely an artifact of 336 

the methodology. There was no significant and robust decrease in planetary-scale wave phase 337 

speeds and no significant increase in the frequency of blocking occurrence in any season in 338 

any of the three reanalyses over the reanalysis period (1980--2011). A recent study by Screen 339 

and Simmonds (2013) using ERA-Interim reanalysis data also provided evidence that the 340 

trends in planetary waves suggested by Francis and Vavrus (2012) may be an artifact of the 341 

methodology. They demonstrated that an alternative metric that was insensitive to a shift of 342 

Z500, did not yield significant positive trends in wave amplitude, suggesting that the wave 343 

elongation reported by Francis and Vavrus (2012) was at least partially an artifact of the 344 

poleward shift of the isopleths with polar warming. 345 
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To summarize, statistical analyses of observation-based and reanalysis data show that the 346 

reduction/change of autumn and/or winter sea ice in the Arctic marginal seas (the 347 

Barents/Kara Seas in the Atlantic sector; the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk in the Pacific 348 

sector) is linked to the winter and spring climate change (atmosphere circulation, air 349 

temperature and snowfall) in Eurasia. Changes in spring Arctic sea ice have been linked to 350 

East Asian summer rainfall. However, recent studies also suggest that the link between 351 

autumn Arctic sea ice and EAWM is unstable. More observational data are needed to test the 352 

link between the Arctic warming and extreme weather in the midlatitudes via a slowdown of 353 

Rossby waves. 354 

The connection between the NAO and Arctic sea ice has drawn much more attention. 355 

The NAO presents one of the most prominent anomaly modes of intermonthly to interdecadal 356 

variability in the NH (Sun et al., 2009; Sun and Wang, 2012; Zhou et al., 2013) and is 357 

characterized by a large-scale alternation of atmospheric mass with centers of action near the 358 

Icelandic low and Azores high (e.g., Hurrell, 1995). There are indications that the atmosphere 359 

drives the ocean on seasonal to interannual timescales, whereas the ocean may force the 360 

atmosphere on multidecadal timescales (e.g., Gulev et al., 2013). Early studies also suggested 361 

that a mechanism of negative feedback exists between the Arctic sea ice and the NAO. 362 

As reviewed by Bader et al. (2011), there are many observational-based studies that have 363 

addressed the sea-ice impact on the NAO (Yamamoto et al., 2006; Honda et al., 2009; 364 

Francis et al., 2009; Wu and Zhang, 2010). Based on satellite and reanalysis-derived sea-ice 365 

concentration data, Yamamoto et al. (2006) suggested that the dominant interannual mode of 366 

mid-winter northern hemispheric sea ice variability --- a seesaw pattern in both Atlantic and 367 

Pacific sectors--- tends to affect the NAO in late winter via Rossby wave trains triggered by 368 

Pacific sea-ice anomalies. Using NCEP--NCAR reanalysis and satellite-observed sea-ice 369 

concentration (SIC), it has been found that a negative-NAO-like pattern in autumn/winter is 370 
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likely a response to a reduction in summer/autumn sea ice (Francis et al., 2009; Wu and 371 

Zhang, 2010). Using Granger causality and time series of weekly SIC seesaw and the NAO, 372 

which were calculated from the National Snow and Ice Data Center sea-ice concentrations 373 

and NCEP--NCAR reanalysis, Strong et al. (2009) showed that positive-phase NAO causes a 374 

seesaw pattern during winter to early spring (December--April), with positive SIC anomalies 375 

in the Labrador Sea and negative ones in the Barents Sea; the seesaw, in turn, drives an NAO 376 

with opposite phase. These results illustrate a negative feedback process: the sea-ice patterns 377 

associated with a positive polarity of the NAO tend to generate negative NAO-like 378 

atmospheric response patterns. As reviewed by Bader et al. (2011), a negative phase of the 379 

NAO during winter could also be associated with positive sea-ice concentrations in the Sea of 380 

Okhotsk (Mesquita et al., 2011). In addition, on the basis of ECMWF ERA-Interim data and 381 

monthly SIC data from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre, Jaiser et al. (2012) indicated that 382 

reduced SIC in August/September and associated Arctic warming exert a remote impact on 383 

the large-scale atmospheric circulation during winter. The amplified warming in autumn 384 

reduces the atmospheric stability and leads to an enhanced baroclinicity in autumn, which 385 

could further impact the structure of large-scale planetary waves in the following winter. This 386 

mechanism provides a possible pathway for how autumn sea-ice anomalies impact 387 

atmospheric flow patterns (i.e., NAO, AO). Jaiser et al. (2013) discussed the stratospheric 388 

response to Arctic sea-ice retreat by analyzing ECMWF ERA-Interim data and monthly SIC 389 

from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre. It was revealed that August/September Arctic SIC 390 

has a significant impact on tropospheric and stratospheric geopotential heights in the 391 

following winter. During August/September low-ice conditions, the upward Eliassen--Palm 392 

(EP) fluxes due to planetary waves are enhanced, leading to additional tropospheric wave 393 

energy into the stratosphere, which favors warmer stratospheric temperatures and therefore 394 

weakens the tropospheric polar vortex. Consequently, a negative tropospheric AO/NAO 395 
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pattern is found. However, considering the major conclusions of the above studies have 396 

mostly been drawn from a very limited number of years (generally since 1979), Hopsch et al. 397 

(2012) suggested that reported results often cannot be considered as conclusive or robust 398 

enough for further statistical analysis. Hopsch et al. (2012) revisited the issue by comparing 399 

results for two different time periods ---the satellite era (1979--2010) and a longer time series 400 

that also included the pre-satellite period (1950--2010) ---and confirmed the emergence of an 401 

NAO-like pattern in the mid-troposphere geopotential height in the winter months following 402 

a decline in September SIC; however, the pathway suggested by the aforementioned studies 403 

was found to be insufficiently robust from a statistical significance perspective. They 404 

suggested that longer and more reliable datasets are needed before conclusions can be 405 

properly drawn on the impacts and feedback processes between autumn Arctic sea ice and the 406 

following winter’s NAO. The interaction between the NAO and a sea-ice concentration 407 

seesaw between the Labrador Sea and the Greenland--Barents Sea has also been revealed by 408 

Frankignoul et al. (2014), by using the SIC from the National Snow and Ice Data Center and 409 

SLP anomalies obtained from the NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis. The NAO 410 

drives the seesaw and in return the seesaw precedes a midwinter/spring NAO-like signal of 411 

opposite polarity but with a strengthened northern lobe, thus acting as a negative feedback, 412 

with maximum squared covariance at a lag of 6 weeks. Changes in the November sea-ice 413 

cover in the Barents Sea could lead to an additional heat source and intensified cyclones in 414 

downstream Arctic regions in the following months. This effect seems to exhibit a 415 

characteristic that is similar to the NAO/AO, without extending into the stratosphere, but it 416 

generates cold anomalies over the northern continents, potentially adding to anomalies 417 

directly induced by a negative AO (Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Inoue et al., 2012). 418 

In summary, using statistical analysis techniques on different reanalysis products and 419 

sea-ice data, a mechanism of negative feedback between the AO/NAO and sea ice is 420 
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suggested, albeit the pathway is insufficiently robust at present. Changes in 421 

summer/autumn/winter Arctic sea ice likely affect autumn/winter AO/NAO. 422 

4.3 Modeling studies 423 

Because changes in sea ice are also forced by changes in the atmosphere and ocean, it 424 

has been difficult to demonstrate clearly whether an atmospheric anomaly correlated with a 425 

sea-ice anomaly is the cause instead of an effect of the anomaly. Climate models are ideal 426 

tools to explore and isolate the impact of sea ice on atmosphere. Both AGCMs and coupled 427 

climate models (CCMs), including the regional climate models, have been used to 428 

isolate/investigate the impact of sea ice on the climate. With regard to sea-ice perturbation 429 

experiments, the numerical simulations that are performed generally fall into one of two types: 430 

those forced by observed sea-ice anomalies (Table 1) and those forced by projected 431 

anomalies (Table 2). 432 

4.3.1 Response to observed/realistic sea ice 433 

4.3.1.1 Winter sea-ice impact 434 

Sea-ice impact in numerical simulations begin with winter sea-ice anomalies, since the 435 

air--sea temperature gradient in winter is strongest and therefore a large impact of sea ice is 436 

expected. 437 

Herman and Johnson (1978) were among the first to investigate the impact of observed 438 

winter (January--February) sea-ice anomalies in the Arctic marginal seas on the simulated 439 

atmosphere in an AGCM. The model they used was developed at the Goddard Laboratory for 440 

Atmospheric Sciences. The sea-ice anomalies were based on observed sea ice during 1961--441 

77 in the Atlantic sector and during 1973--77 in the Pacific sector. The simulated winter 442 

climate response showed the zonal mean air temperature below 800 hPa to be 2°C lower 443 

between 50°N and 70°N with sea-ice expansion in marginal seas. In particular, they found a 444 
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cooling signal at 700 hPa over northwest Russia. Yang et al. (1994) were among the first to 445 

explore Arctic sea-ice impact on the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) using an AGCM, 446 

and the model they used was developed at the Australian Numerical Meteorology Research 447 

Centre (ANMRC). They found the EASM to be strengthened in response to more sea-ice 448 

cover in the Greenland Sea and Barents Sea. Honda et al. (1996) used an AGCM developed 449 

at the Meteorological Research Institute with a horizontal resolution of 5.6°  5.6° to 450 

investigate the impact of observed winter heavy/light sea-ice cover in the Sea of Okhotsk. 451 

They found that the response between the heavy and light ice cases showed significant 452 

differences not only around the Sea of Okhotsk, but also downstream in the troposphere, 453 

which was a stationary Rossby wave response to an anomalous surface heat flux in the Sea of 454 

Okhotsk. Wu et al. (1999), using an AGCM developed at the Institute of Atmospheric 455 

Physics, suggested that winter heavy sea-ice conditions in the Barents--Kara Seas is 456 

associated with a weakened EAWM and cold air inactivity in China by exciting the Eurasian 457 

teleconnection. Magnusdottir et al. (2004) and Deser et al. (2004), forcing version 3 of the 458 

NCAR’s Community Climate Model (CCM3) with a realistic spatial pattern of sea-ice cover 459 

following the observed trend during 1958--97, found that a reduction in wintertime 460 

(December--March) sea-ice extent in the North Atlantic and Arctic Ocean could result in 461 

more zonally oriented storm tracks, corresponding to a negative-phase NAO response. They 462 

also suggested that, in a sense, the extent of sea ice and its concentration might play a 463 

different but important role in determining the atmospheric response. Deser et al. (2007), 464 

using CCM3 and identical sea-ice (a positive NAO-driven sea-ice anomaly pattern) and SST 465 

forcings to those in Magnusdottir et al. (2004) and Deser et al. (2004), diagnosed the transient 466 

response of wintertime atmospheric circulation to wintertime sea-ice anomalies in the North 467 

Atlantic sector, and found the surface heat-flux anomalies induced by the prescribed sea-ice 468 

anomalies to be the driving force behind the initial atmospheric response, and that the 469 
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response becomes gradually more barotropic and larger in both spatial extent and magnitude. 470 

In particular, the initial adjustment of the atmospheric circulation begins with a localized 471 

baroclinic response, which is characterized by an out-of-phase relationship between 472 

geopotential height anomalies in the lower and upper troposphere, and reaches maximum 473 

amplitude in 5--10 days and persists for 2--3 weeks. As the ice-forcing continues, the 474 

response becomes progressively more barotropic. In 2--2.5 months, the atmosphere reaches 475 

equilibrium stage, characterized by an equivalent barotropic structure that resembles the 476 

negative polarity of the NAO, and this pattern is maintained primarily by nonlinear transient 477 

eddy fluxes of vorticity related in part to changes in tropospheric Rossby wave breaking. 478 

Alexander et al. (2004), forcing CCM3 with the maximum (in 1982/83) and minimum 479 

(in 1995/96) wintertime (November--March) Arctic sea-ice cover, investigated the influence 480 

of Arctic sea-ice anomalies during winter on the atmospheric circulation. It was found that 481 

the Arctic sea-ice anomalies give rise to surface heat-flux anomalies in relatively small 482 

spatial extents but with very large amplitude. Furthermore, they also found that the 483 

interactions between ice and atmosphere in the North Atlantic (North Pacific) sector dampen 484 

(enhance) the original atmospheric circulation, showing a negative (positive) feedback on the 485 

atmosphere of wintertime sea ice in the North Atlantic (North Pacific). However, the large-486 

scale response is distinctly different in the Pacific, where ice-extent anomalies in the Sea of 487 

Okhotsk generate a wave train that extends downstream over North America, but the wave 488 

train response is greatly diminished when the model is driven by ice concentration rather than 489 

ice-extent anomalies. Singarayer et al. (2006) forced the Hadley Centre Atmospheric Model 490 

(HadAM3) with climatological SSTs and observed SIC from 1980 to 2000, with the aim to 491 

investigate the direct climate impacts of decreasing Arctic sea ice. The simulated surface air 492 

temperature (SAT) response to ice forcing most closely matched the observed SAT 493 

variability over the 1993--96 period, which saw the largest interannual variation in ice area, 494 
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indicating sea-ice forcing to be an important factor (note that their simulation used 495 

climatological SSTs) in shaping the surface air temperature (SAT) anomalies. Model studies 496 

(Magnusdottir et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2004; Gerdes, 2006) have suggested that North 497 

Atlantic sea-ice anomalies influence the NAO/AO, which has a great impact on East Asian 498 

January temperatures (He and Wang, 2013b), while North Pacific sea ice primarily influences 499 

the atmospheric circulation through the generation of stationary Rossby wave trains (Honda 500 

et al., 1999). By implying improved and more realistic sea-ice and snow-albedo feedbacks in 501 

the ECHO-G CCM, Dethloff et al. (2006) investigated the feedbacks between regional Arctic 502 

climate processes and the global climate system. They found that disturbances in the 503 

wintertime Arctic sea-ice and snow cover exert a strong influence on the mid- and high-504 

latitude climate by modulating the strength of the sub-polar westerlies and storm tracks. 505 

Besides, changes in parameterization of the Arctic sea ice to include the annual cycle and 506 

snow albedo could trigger changes in the AO/NAO. By prescribing different values (50% and 507 

20%) of SIC in November--April in the Barents--Kara Seas in CAM3, and by using the 508 

simulated results to force RegCM4 (Regional Climate Model version 4), Grassi et al. (2013) 509 

investigated the potential impact of Arctic sea-ice reduction during the winter period 510 

(January--March) on extreme climate events over the Mediterranean region. The simulations 511 

indicated that the large-scale atmospheric circulation response to sea-ice reduction in the 512 

Barents--Kara Seas resembles a negative phase of the AO and is characterized by a wave-513 

activity flux from the North Atlantic toward the Mediterranean Basin during winter months. 514 

It was suggested that, associated with sea-ice reduction in the Barents--Kara Seas, extreme 515 

cold events over continental Europe and extreme precipitation events over the entire 516 

Mediterranean Basin become more frequent and more intensified. 517 

Petoukhov and Semenov (2010) used the ECHAM5 AGCM to investigate the 518 

relationship between cold Eurasian winters and a reduction in wintertime SIC in the Barents--519 
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Kara Seas. Forced by decreasing SIC in the Barents--Kara Seas, model simulations indicated 520 

that lower-tropospheric heating over the Barents--Kara Seas caused by sea-ice reduction 521 

could induce strong anticyclonic anomalies over the Polar Ocean and lead to anomalous cold 522 

easterly advection over northern Eurasia. By imposing SIC and SST variations in the region 523 

of (35°--90°N, 90°W--110°E) during 1968--1976/1998--2006 on ECHAM5, Semenov et al. 524 

(2012) suggested that a SIC decrease and a strong warming over the Barents Sea in the winter 525 

period could lead to a cooling over vast regions of the northern part of Eurasia, and increase 526 

the probability of anomalously cold January months by two times or more (for regions in 527 

Western Siberia) by inducing positive pressure anomaly with a center over the southern 528 

boundary of the Barents Sea and anomalous advection of cold air masses from the northeast. 529 

4.3.1.2 Summer and autumn sea-ice impact 530 

Bhatt et al. (2008) forced the CCM3 AGCM with reduced realistic summer sea ice in the 531 

Arctic in the summer of 1995 (which had the lowest June--September ice extent in the 532 

satellite record before 2007) and investigated the atmospheric response, including larger 533 

surface fluxes and higher surface air temperatures in the open water area as compared with 534 

climatological sea ice. They found that the strongest response took place during the month of 535 

August when the Arctic displayed a weak local thermal response with warmer surface air 536 

temperatures and lower SLP. The large-scale circulation response to reduced sea ice in the 537 

western Arctic was increased SLP over the North Pacific, which was part of a northward 538 

expansion of the summertime subtropical high. By imposing heavy/light (90%/10%) SIC in 539 

an AGCM called AFES (Atmospheric Component of Earth Simulator) from September to 540 

December, Honda et al. (2009) investigated the influences of Arctic sea-ice anomalies 541 

(September--December) on the winter atmospheric circulation. They suggested that a 542 

reduction of sea ice over the Barents--Kara Seas in the autumn (September) results in 543 

anomalous open water in this region. Anomalous turbulent heat fluxes from the additional 544 
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open water thermally generates a stationary Rossby wave, which tends to induce an 545 

amplification of the Siberian high, which in turn causes significant cold anomalies over the 546 

Far East in the early winter (December) and zonally elongated cold anomalies from Europe to 547 

the Far East in the late winter (February). Liu et al. (2012) forced the NCAR’s CAM3.1 with 548 

autumn (September--November) SIC anomalies in the Arctic regions, which were 549 

significantly related to the winter Eurasia climate in reanalysis data. They suggested that 550 

diminishing autumn Arctic sea ice induces positive SLP anomalies over high latitudes and 551 

negative SLP anomalies over midlatitudes in winter, accompanied by a significant surface 552 

warming in the Arctic Ocean and Greenland and cooling over northern North America, 553 

Europe, Siberia, and East Asia. Besides, an increase in specific humidity is found in Europe 554 

and North America, which might be responsible for the increased snowfall over Eurasian 555 

continents and North America in recent years. They proposed a mechanism in which the 556 

response of winter atmospheric circulation to reduced autumn Arctic sea-ice cover bears 557 

some resemblance to the negative phase of the AO but with broader meridional meanders in 558 

midlatitudes, which would lead to increased cold surges over large parts of northern 559 

continents. 560 

4.3.1.3 Sea-ice change in all seasons 561 

Kumar et al. (2010) explored the contribution of sea-ice loss to the Arctic amplification 562 

using three AGCMs [the NCAR’s CCM3, the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 563 

Atmospheric Model Version 2.1 (GFDL AM2.1), and the NCEP’s Global Forecast System 564 

(GFS)] forced by monthly observed SST and SIC in 2007 and by monthly observed SST in 565 

2007 and the monthly climatological SIC of 1971--2000. Their results indicated that sea-ice 566 

loss did not contribute much to the observed 2007 land surface warming equatorward of 567 

60°N, although it could essentially explain all of the estimated surface warming over the 568 

Arctic Ocean. Blüthgen et al. (2012) used observed 2007 sea-ice conditions to force the 569 
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ECHAM5 AGCM and found the surface air temperature over northern Siberia and the eastern 570 

Arctic to increase by about 3 K and the oceanic heat uptake to increase by about 40 W m-2 in 571 

summer, and oceanic heat loss to increase by 60 W m−2 in autumn. In addition, they found a 572 

pronounced negative SLP anomaly over the eastern Arctic in late summer (July--September). 573 

Wu et al. (2013b) used the ECHAM5 forced by observed northern hemispheric monthly 574 

SIC from 1978 to 2007 to explore Arctic sea-ice impact, and their numerical experiments 575 

demonstrated the simulated winter atmospheric response to Arctic sea-ice decrease to be 576 

dynamically consistent with the observed trend in the tripole wind pattern for winter during 577 

1979--2012, one of the causes of the observed lower winter SAT trend over Central and East 578 

Asia. The results of this study also implied that East Asia might experience more frequent 579 

and/or intense winter extreme weather events in association with Arctic sea-ice loss. Screen 580 

et al. (2014) prescribed the observed variations of monthly (1979--2009) Arctic SIC in 581 

experiments performed with two different AGCMs. A slight negative NAO-like response was 582 

found in early winter (November--December); however, the NAO-type response was quite 583 

weak and often masked by intrinsic (unforced) atmospheric variability. They suggested that 584 

the potential remote responses to Arctic sea-ice change were hard to confirm and remained 585 

uncertain. By prescribing different sea-ice conditions (using 1979 as a high ice run and 2009 586 

as a low ice run) with annually repeating monthly cycles but holding other forcings constants 587 

in the UK Met Office’s Unified Model (UM) version 7.3, Screen (2013) suggested that Arctic 588 

sea-ice loss induces a southward shift of the summer (June--August) jet stream over Europe 589 

and increases northern European summer precipitation. Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) used 590 

CAM5 with observed mean SICs for 1979--2000 and 2007--2012 in separate experiments to 591 

suggest that a change in sea ice could have caused the cooling in the midlatitudes in recent 592 

winters. The anomalous Rossby waves trigged by the sea-ice change could penetrate into the 593 

stratosphere in late winter (February) and weaken the stratospheric polar vortex to generate 594 
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negative NAO anomalies that propagate downwards after several weeks. 595 

4.3.1.4 Regional model simulation 596 

Regional climate models have also been used to examine the atmospheric response to 597 

altered sea-ice conditions. Most studies in this area have focused on the local atmospheric 598 

response to reduced Arctic sea ice. The local impact include a heated and moistened 599 

atmosphere and increased cloud cover. 600 

Rinke et al. (2006) forced the atmospheric regional climate model HIRHAM over an 601 

Arctic domain with two different winter (December--February) sea ice and SST boundary 602 

conditions, but exactly the same lateral boundary conditions. Areas of higher SSTs and 603 

reduced sea-ice thickness and concentration were associated with stronger upward heat fluxes 604 

and higher 2-m air temperatures. They did not find a simple relationship between anomalies 605 

in SST, sea ice, and changes in storm tracks, which they argued may have resulted from a 606 

dominance of the lateral boundary forcing. Semmler et al. (2004) studied atmospheric 607 

impacts using two regional climate model experiments focused over the Fram Strait region. 608 

The experiments differed in the treatment of sea ice --- one experiment had sea ice prescribed 609 

by satellite data, and therefore grid cells could have partial sea ice, while in the other 610 

experiment the sea ice was either 0 or 100%, depending on the SST. In the experiment with 611 

more realistic sea ice, turbulent heat fluxes were often directed upwards due to the presence 612 

of leads and polynyas, leading to an increase in cloud cover and precipitation. The 613 

experiment with more realistic sea ice also compared more favorably to observations. Strey et 614 

al. (2010) used the Polar Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Polar WRF) with 615 

the southern boundary at about 30°N to explore the 2007 sea-ice impact. The simulations 616 

used 2007 lateral atmospheric boundary conditions and SSTs for September--December. For 617 

the ensemble members testing the impact of decreased sea ice, the 2007 SIC was used; while 618 

for the control ensemble members, the 1984 SIC and extent were employed. Focusing their 619 
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results on October--November, they found increased latent heat fluxes and large temperature 620 

increases over the area of anomalous open water (focused in the western Arctic) and also 621 

over the Gulf Stream area, which they attributed to a decrease in SLP over eastern North 622 

America and an associated increase in cold air advection in this area. Difference maps 623 

showed a ”trough--ridge--trough” pattern from the area of anomalous open water (a large 624 

decrease in SLP) roughly to the North Atlantic where positive SLP anomalies were modelled. 625 

In general, the simulations showed circulation changes throughout the atmosphere with 626 

higher tropospheric heights over western North America and lower constant pressure heights 627 

over eastern North America in the 2007 sea ice case, with these features broadening with 628 

height. 629 

The subsequent WRF-based study by Porter et al. (2012) used observed sea ice and SSTs 630 

from a low (2007) and high (1996) ice year, in addition to an experiment using a mixed SST 631 

field between 2007 and 1996, for three 15-member ensembles to sample a large range of 632 

climatic variability. They found the largest local response in October and November with 633 

increased turbulent heat fluxes, which heated and moistened a vertically deep layer of the 634 

atmosphere. They also found an increase in cloud cover affecting the surface and atmospheric 635 

energy budgets. Studies with global (Blüthgen et al., 2012) and regional (Porter et al., 2012) 636 

models have analyzed ensemble runs with prescribed sea-ice extent of the record minimum in 637 

2007. They confirm the idea that increased oceanic heat uptake over the Arctic in summer is 638 

followed by increased oceanic heat release to the atmosphere in autumn, resulting in higher 639 

SATs, stronger heat fluxes and increased humidity. 640 

4.3.1.5 Sea-ice impact by CCMs 641 

Orsolini et al. (2012) performed hindcast simulations with the ECMWF’s high-resolution 642 

coupled ocean--atmosphere seasonal forecast model to analyze the impact of the 2007 sea-ice 643 

minimum on the following autumn and early winter (October--December) atmospheric 644 
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response. It was found that the most obvious positive surface temperature anomalies (as high 645 

as 10°C) appeared over the Pacific and Siberia in October and November. By December, 646 

intensified surface highs emerged on the American and Eurasian continents, which were 647 

associated with anomalous advection of cold (warm) polar air on their eastern (western) sides, 648 

bringing cooler temperatures along the Pacific coast of Asia and northeastern North America. 649 

Over the oceans, the low pressure systems (i.e., the Aleutian and Icelandic lows) were 650 

deepened and the tropospheric jets were intensified. In addition to sea-ice extent anomalies, 651 

realistic sea-ice thickness changes could also induce an atmospheric response. Using GFDL 652 

AM2 forced by maximum (1964--66) and minimum (1994--96) Arctic sea-ice volume 653 

conditions, Gerdes (2006) suggested that a thinning of Arctic sea-ice thickness could lead to 654 

negative SLP anomalies in the central Arctic and positive ones over the subtropical North 655 

Atlantic, resembling the positive phase of NAO. 656 

4.3.2 Response to projected sea ice 657 

Fletcher (1968) was among the first to speculate on the climate impact of extreme Arctic 658 

sea-ice conditions. He suggested that an ice-free Arctic would cause weaker meridional 659 

temperature gradients and a weaker zonal circulation, and would be accompanied by more 660 

high-latitude snowfall due to increased evaporation over the Arctic Ocean. Newson (1973) 661 

was among the first to use an AGCM for illustrating the climate impact of a full removal of 662 

winter Arctic sea-ice cover with the Arctic SST at freezing point. The simulated response 663 

showed surface warming over the Arctic basin with a maximum warming of 40°C, and a 664 

surface cooling over the northern midlatitude continents (cooling over Eurasia could reach 665 

−6°C; Newson, 1973, Fig. 1). Newson noticed a distinct southward movement and 666 

weakening of the prevailing midlatitude westerlies in response to the removed winter Arctic 667 

sea ice. Newson also suggested that a weakening of midlatitude westerlies could lead to a 668 

more blocked atmospheric circulation. Singarayer et al. (2006) forced the Hadley Centre 669 
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Atmospheric Model (HadAM3) with predicted sea-ice reductions until 2100 under one 670 

moderate scenario and one severe scenario of ice decline and revealed that significant 671 

warming at high latitudes could occur during the 21st century, and that parts of Europe may 672 

experience higher precipitation rates due to the intensification of storm tracks. Significant 673 

increases in SAT during 2090--99 might occur primarily in winter, primarily due to large 674 

upward sensible heat flux from the ocean directly over the areas within the ice extent where 675 

open water has increased. Seierstad and Bader (2009) forced ECHAM5 with the projected 676 

climatological seasonal cycle of Arctic sea ice at the end of 21st century (2081--99) and 677 

found the storminess during December and January in the midlatitudes to display significant 678 

reductions associated with projected negative anomalies of sea ice. The projected decrease in 679 

storminess predicted to hit Europe further to the south might be related to a negative phase of 680 

the NAO. Higgins and Cassano (2009) forced CAM3 with climatological sea ice from 1980 681 

to 1999 and climatological sea-ice extent from 2080 to 2099 from an ensemble of CCSM3 682 

A1B scenario runs with the aim to assess the direct impact of sea ice on winter (November--683 

February) Arctic atmospheric circulation, precipitation, and temperature. They found that, 684 

associated with reduced sea ice, the Aleutian lows in winter (November--February) deepen 685 

and the geopotential height at 1000 hPa increases. Besides, large increases in precipitation 686 

were found across the Arctic, mainly due to thermodynamic changes such as increased 687 

moisture in the atmosphere, rather than changes in the frequency of cyclones. Deser et al. 688 

(2010) also used CAM3 to ascertain the atmospheric response to projected Arctic sea-ice 689 

conditions for 2080--99 from the A1B scenario using an eight-member ensemble mean of 690 

CCSM3 simulations. Even though the loss of Arctic sea ice was greatest in summer and 691 

autumn (July--November), it was projected that the response of the net surface energy budget 692 

over the Arctic Ocean to sea-ice loss would be largest in winter (October--February). Besides, 693 

the air temperature and precipitation responses were greatest in November--December over 694 
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Siberia and northern Canada, with values of ~7°C and ~0.16 mm d−1, respectively. As a result 695 

of enhanced winter precipitation (and despite the warmer air temperatures), snow depths over 696 

Siberia and northern Canada were projected to increase by ~1 cm liquid water equivalent in 697 

late winter (February--April). Guo et al. (2014) used both the atmospheric component of the 698 

Bergen Climate Model and the complete Bergen Climate Model to investigate the mechanism 699 

by which the change in spring Arctic sea ice impacts the EASM. They set up numerical 700 

experiments using projected spring Arctic sea ice and projected SST where the sea ice had 701 

been removed in the Arctic, and found that the SST anomalies in the North Pacific bridged 702 

the spring Arctic sea ice and the EASM. Change in the spring Arctic sea-ice cover could lead 703 

to SST change in the North Pacific, possibly persisting into summer and therefore influencing 704 

the EASM. The mediating role of SST changes was highlighted by the result that only the 705 

atmosphere--ocean general circulation model (AOGCM), and not the AGCM, reproduced the 706 

observed sea ice--EASM linkage. Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) used CAM5 with observed 707 

and projected mean SICs for 1979--2000 and 2080--99, respectively. They only found 708 

negative NAO anomalies in the troposphere and weakened westerlies as a result of 709 

tropospheric thermal expansion. The thermodynamic response beyond the Arctic offsets the 710 

dynamic response, implying that strong Arctic sea-ice forcing has a limited impact on the 711 

intensity of cold extremes in the midlatitudes. Although model simulation results show that 712 

the Arctic Ocean circulation changes in response to doubled CO2 in the atmosphere (Gao et 713 

al., 2009), it is difficult for atmosphere-only models to explore the response of ocean 714 

circulation to sea-ice anomalies. 715 

5. Uncertainty in the Arctic sea-ice impact 716 

Most of the studies summarized in this paper used satellite data, reanalysis products and 717 

numerical models. As reviewed by Budikova (2009) and Vihma (2014), there are 718 

uncertainties, which are difficult to quantify, related to all of these approaches. Therefore, 719 
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there are also uncertainties in the conclusions of these studies, as well as those that 720 

subsequently cite their data and findings. In this section, we focus on reviewing current 721 

understanding of the uncertainties that originate from the atmosphere’s internal variability 722 

and associated pathways. 723 

5.1 Uncertainty in the atmospheric response 724 

Although all CMIP3 and CMIP5 models project a decline in Arctic sea ice in the 21st 725 

century, the AO shows a positive trend in CMIP3 but a negative trend in CMIP5 (Cattiaux 726 

and Cassou, 2013). This discrepancy implies that Arctic sea-ice feedback is not a dominant 727 

factor regulating the AO in these models. Seierstad and Bader (2009) used ECHAM5 to 728 

explore the impact of projected Arctic sea-ice cover on wintertime extratropical storminess 729 

and the NAO. As the Arctic sea-ice cover continues to decline, the storminess tends to 730 

decrease during December and January in both mid and high latitudes, which is also related 731 

to the negative phase of the NAO. Such a negative phase of the NAO in late winter is induced 732 

by the projected Arctic sea-ice reduction for all seasons. By forcing CAM5 with two different 733 

sea-ice forcings representing the recent (2007--12) and projected (2080--99) sea-ice decline 734 

over the Arctic, Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) examined the impact of the Arctic sea-ice 735 

decline on the northern hemispheric atmospheric circulation and extreme cold temperatures 736 

over the midlatitudes. The numerical experiments forced by the recent sea-ice conditions 737 

indicated that anomalous Rossby waves could penetrate into the stratosphere in late winter 738 

(February) and lead to negative anomalies of the AO penetrating downward, further leading 739 

to cold land surface temperatures over the midlatitudes. The numerical experiments forced by 740 

projected sea-ice conditions also showed a negative phase of the tropospheric AO in early 741 

and late winter, mainly driven by a large warming of the lower troposphere over the Arctic. 742 

Owing to the large lower tropospheric warming that extended well beyond the Arctic, the 743 

stronger sea-ice forcing had a limited impact on the intensity of cold extremes over the 744 
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midlatitudes. Using ECHAM5, Semenov et al. (2012) investigated the sensitivity of Eurasian 745 

winter and summer SAT to variations in SST and SIC during 1998--2006 and 1968--1976. 746 

They found that the variations of SST and SIC could account for the SAT variations in 747 

Western Europe, but could not explain the warming in Eastern Europe and western Siberia. 748 

By checking the coincidence between occurrences of European cold winter months and sea-749 

ice reduction over the Barents--Kara Seas in 13 CMIP5 models simulations for the 21st 750 

century (2006--2100) under two Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) scenarios 751 

(RCP4.5 and RCP8.5), Yang and Christensen (2012) suggested that a moderate reduction of 752 

SIC in the Barents--Kara Seas during in the future between 2006-- and 2050 will likely 753 

provide favorable conditions for the occurrence of cold winters in Europe. Earlier studies also 754 

suggested that the winter atmospheric circulation response to autumn Arctic sea-ice reduction 755 

contains large uncertainties. For example, some studies show that a negative-AO-like pattern 756 

could persist into winter (Francis et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012, 2013; Li and Wang, 2013b), 757 

while other studies (Blüthgen et al., 2012; Screen et al., 2014) argue that autumn atmospheric 758 

circulation anomalies cannot continue into winter. In addition, Screen et al. (2013) and Liu et 759 

al. (2012) reported contrasting winter AO tendencies in response to the autumn Arctic SIC 760 

trend using CAM3. This contrast could have been caused by either the different sizes of 761 

ensemble members or the difference in boundary conditions. For example, the Arctic SIC and 762 

associated SST during the whole year were used in Screen et al. (2014), whereas only the 763 

autumn and partial winter (persisting from autumn) SIC changes were used in Liu et al. 764 

(2012). 765 

Cohen et al. (2012) suggested that Arctic sea-ice loss in September, poleward of 65°N, 766 

could lead to an increase of Eurasian snow cover in October due to the potential contribution 767 

to tropospheric moisture. The increasing snow cover then results in stronger diabatic cooling 768 

and a strengthened Siberian high in autumn and winter. This further leads to an increase in 769 
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the upward propagation of planetary waves and a weakened polar vortex and westerlies. 770 

Consequently, a negative AO emerges in the lower troposphere and increased Arctic cold air 771 

outbreaks in the midlatitudes. Grassi et al. (2013) suggested that, associated with sea-ice 772 

reduction in the Barents--Kara Seas, extreme cold events over continental Europe and 773 

extreme precipitation events over the entire Mediterranean Basin become more frequent and 774 

intense. The large-scale atmospheric circulation response to sea-ice reduction in the Barents--775 

Kara Seas resembled the negative phase of the AO. It was also suggested that the increase in 776 

snowfall over the United States and Europe could be attributed to an increase in the 777 

frequency of blocking events caused by the recent autumn Arctic sea-ice loss (Liu et al., 778 

2012). However, Liu et al. (2012) argued that the change in atmospheric circulation in 779 

response to reduced autumn Arctic sea-ice cover is different from the classic AO, with 780 

broader meridional meanders in midlatitudes. In addition to autumn sea ice, summer Arctic 781 

sea-ice variability could have an impact on large-scale northern hemispheric atmospheric 782 

circulation (Overland and Wang, 2010). It is suggested that a reduction of summer Arctic sea-783 

ice extent leads to more open water in late summer, and the stored additional heat in the 784 

Arctic Ocean is released to the atmosphere during the following autumn season. As a result, 785 

the SAT during late autumn is higher than normal, contributing to an increase in the 1000--786 

500 hPa thickness field, which favors westerly wind flow associated with the polar vortex. 787 

Therefore, cold polar air moves south to the midlatitudes. 788 

Unlike the impact pathways revealed by other studies, Wu et al. (2013a) suggested that 789 

autumn Arctic sea-ice loss is significantly correlated with the negative phase of the tripole 790 

wind pattern during winter. The negative phase of the tripole wind pattern corresponds to an 791 

anomalous anticyclone over northern Eurasia, as well as two anomalous cyclones that occur 792 

over southern Europe and in the mid--high latitudes of East Asia. These anomalous cyclones 793 

in turn lead to enhanced winter precipitation in these two regions, as well as negative surface 794 
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temperature anomalies over the mid--high latitudes of Asia. Petoukhov and Semenov (2010) 795 

argued that changes in the November sea-ice cover in the Barents Sea could lead to an 796 

additional heat source and intensified cyclones in downstream Arctic regions in the following 797 

months, which is similar to a limitation of the NAO/AO in the troposphere with cold 798 

anomalies over the northern continents, potentially adding to anomalies directly induced by a 799 

negative AO. 800 

Francis and Vavrus (2012) suggested that the Arctic warming could lead to a meandering 801 

jet stream (especially in autumn and winter), a slow-down of the eastward progression of 802 

Rossby waves, and ultimately more persistent weather patterns in the midlatitudes. However, 803 

as we and others have summarized, this mechanism is still under debate. 804 

5.2 Atmospheric internal variability 805 

Based on model simulations, Screen et al. (2013, 2014) proposed that the local response 806 

(near-surface atmospheric warming and precipitation) to the Arctic sea-ice reduction can be 807 

easily detected in observational records with high signal-to-noise ratios. However, the 808 

atmospheric circulation response (SLP and upper-level geopotential heights) and the response 809 

over the midlatitudes could be partially or fully masked by the atmospheric internal 810 

variability (AIV). In Wu et al. (2013b), only 5 members of a total of 12 experiments forced 811 

by the observed sea-ice conditions from 1978--2007 could reproduce the observed anomalous 812 

SAT and atmospheric circulation patterns. This also implies the potential importance of the 813 

AIV. The results in the simulations with small-size ensembles are likely incapable of 814 

eliminating the AIV by using the ensemble mean and therefore are less reliable (Screen et al., 815 

2013). Honda et al. (2009) used 28 of a total of 50 experiments to explore the link between 816 

the autumn Arctic sea-ice reduction and Eurasian cold winters. They found that the signal 817 

was weaker when all 50 experiments were used, albeit the tendencies were similar. They 818 

proposed that this was likely related to the preconditioning of the atmospheric state. Kumar et 819 
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al. (2010) estimated the simulated internal variability of SAT and suggested that the sea-ice 820 

reduction signal in SAT is highly detectable over the Arctic Ocean, whereas it can be masked 821 

by internal variability for the SAT over land between 50°N and 60°N. 822 

6. Summary and future perspective 823 

This paper reviews the available literature on the climatic impact of Arctic sea ice, with a 824 

special focus on Eurasia. The main findings can be summarized as follows: 825 

 Arctic sea ice exhibits multidecadal variability. The multidecadal variations of Arctic 826 

sea ice are likely governed by the poleward ocean heat transport related to Atlantic 827 

multidecadal variability (also referred to as the AMO, at least for the Arctic sea-ice variations 828 

in the Atlantic sector). 829 

 Arctic sea-ice decline during the satellite era is likely a consequence of multidecadal 830 

variation and anthropogenic forcing. 831 

 The climatic impact of changes in Arctic sea ice in different seasons has been 832 

addressed, but most of the focus has been on the reduction of autumn and winter Arctic sea 833 

ice.  834 

 Paleo-studies suggest that a reduction of Arctic sea ice could cause surface warming 835 

at mid and high latitudes, and has the potential to affect the glacial--interglacial cycle. 836 

 A mechanism of negative feedback between the Arctic sea ice and the AO/NAO has 837 

been suggested. However, there is debate as to whether the reduction in autumn Arctic-sea-838 

ice-induced negative AO/NAO can persist into winter. There are also modelling studies that 839 

do not show the negative AO/NAO response to the reduction in autumn Arctic sea ice. 840 

 There are studies that suggest a change in autumn Arctic sea ice could have caused the 841 

recent Eurasian cooling, either by a negative AO or AO-like response or an intensified 842 

Siberian high. There are also studies that suggest winter atmospheric circulation is more 843 
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closely associated with changes in winter Arctic sea ice. 844 

 Changes in spring Arctic sea ice have been linked to the summer precipitation in East 845 

Asia though different suggested pathways. 846 

 The reduction of autumn Arctic sea ice has also been linked to the increase in spring 847 

snowfall and cooling over Eurasia. 848 

 The link between the AO and the EAWM is stronger after the 1980s. The sea-ice 849 

reduction related to surface warming over the Arctic has caused change in the meridional 850 

temperature gradient and thus led to westward penetration of the East Asian jet stream, 851 

strengthening the impact of the AO on the EAWM. 852 

 A link between the Arctic and the midlatitudes has been suggested via changes in 853 

planetary waves; however, the pathways involved have not yet been clearly demonstrated. 854 

 Modeling studies suggest that the remote climate response (e.g., atmospheric 855 

circulation, air temperature) to the change in Arctic sea ice is hard to detect. 856 

In the future, long-term and reliable data are needed to consolidate understanding of the 857 

sea-ice impact on the climate over Eurasia. In addition, coordinated multi-model ensemble 858 

experiments with identical sea ice and SST boundary conditions are needed to understand the 859 

associated mechanisms. Along with improvements in models, the representation of 860 

troposphere--stratosphere interaction should receive more attention. Finally, comparisons 861 

between AGCM and CGCM results should be performed to assess the role of two-way 862 

coupling. 863 
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Table. 1. Modeling studies exploring the climate impact of observed change in Arctic sea ice. 

Study Model Model 

resolution 

Sea-ice forcing SST forcing Ensemble 

number 

Time of 

analysis 

Herman and 

Johnson 

(1978) 

Goddard 

general 

circulation 

model 

(Somerville et 

al., 1974) 

4° ×5°, 9 

layers 

Climatological minimum 

(maximum) ice cover occurring in 

Jan--Feb in the Atlantic and Pacific 

in the CTRL (PERT) 

Unchanged, as per model’s 6 CTRL 

and 2 

PERT 

14 January-

-12 

February 

Yang et al. 

(1994) 

AGCM 

developed at 

Australian 

Numerical 

Meteorology 

Research 

Centre 

15 

wavenumber, 

9 sigma 

levels 

CTRL: July sea ice 

PERT 1: positive annual sea ice 

anomaly in Greenland--Barents 

Seas 

PERT 2: positive annual sea ice 

anomaly in Siberian Sea--Beaufort 

Sea 

PERT 3: negative annual sea ice 

anomaly in Siberian Sea--Beaufort 

Sea 

July SST 1 Integrated 

for 60 days; 

analyzed 

for the last 

30 days 

Honda et al. 

(1996) 

AGCM 

developed at 

Meteorological 

Research 

Institute 

5.6° × 5.6°, 

30 layers 

CTRL: monthly sea-ice cover 

SENS 1: maximum sea-ice cover in 

the Sea of Okhotsk (1978, 1979, 

1980, and 1983 Dec--Feb) 

SENS 2: maximum sea-ice cover in 

the Sea of Okhotsk (1975, 1984, 

1991, and 1994) 

Climatological-mean SST 

where sea ice is absent 

5 Integrated 

for eight 

years, focus 

on Jan--Feb 

Wu et al. 

(1999) 

AGCM 

developed at 

the Institute of 

Atmospheric 

Physics (Zeng 

4° × 5°, 2 

layers 

 

CTRL: integrated for 12 years 

without any change in physical 

conditions 

PERT 1 (heavy ice): climatic SIC 

in the Kara and Barents Seas from 

As per model’s 1 Dec--Feb 
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et al., 1989) 1 Jan to 30 Nov; increased 5 grid 

points SIC in Dec, 8 grid points in 

Jan, and 11 grid points in Feb 

PERT 2 (light ice): climatic SIC in 

the Kara and Barents Seas from 1 

Jan to 30 Nov; decreased 14 grid 

points SIC in Dec, 8 grid points in 

Jan, and 4 grid points in Feb 

 

Magnusdottir 

et al. (2004) 

NCAR CCM3 

(Kiehl et al., 

1998) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 18 

layers 

CTRL: climatological sea-ice 

extent in the North Atlantic and 

Arctic Ocean (SICEclim) 

PERT 1: SICEclim + Wtrend  Etrend 

[Wtrend: west of Greenland trend 

(1958--97); 

Etrend: west of Greenland trend 

(1958--97)] 

PERT 2: SICEclim + 2  (Wtrend + 

Etrend) 

PERT 3: SICEclim + 2  Wtrend  

PERT 4: SICEclim + 2  Etrend 

 

CTRL: climatological SST 

PERT 1: same as above 

PERT 2: same as above 

PERT 3: same as above 

PERT 4: same as above 

 

 

1 Run for at 

least 61 yr; 

focus on 

Dec--Mar 

Alexander et 

al. (2004) 

NCAR CCM3.6 

(Kiehl et al., 

1998) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 18 

layers 

CTRL: Ice extent repeats the 

seasonal cycle each year based on 

the average of the 1979--99 period 

PERT 1: Ice extent varies over the 

entire Arctic in 1982/83 winter 

(highest) 

PERT 2: Ice extent varies over the 

entire Arctic in 1995/96 winter 

(lowest) 

Climatological SST used 

everywhere ice was not 

present, except at grid 

boxes adjacent to the ice 

where the SST was 

constrained not to exceed 

the average of 20.88°C 

(lowest ice-free 

temperature) and the 

50 Integrated 

form Oct--

Apr; focus 

on Dec-Feb 
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PERT 3: Ice concentration varies 

over the entire Arctic in1995/96 

winter 

warmest SST in an 

adjacent grid box 

Singarayer et 

al. (2006) 

AGCM 

HadAM3 

2.5° ×3.75°, 

19 layers 

Spin-up: climatological sea ice in 

1970--80 

PERT: observed sea ice of 1980--

2000 

PERT: climatological SST 

of 1980--2000; grid points 

that were ice-covered at 

any time for a particular 

month were given an SST 

of 271.35 K in the 

climatology 

6 All months 

Deser et al. 

(2007) 

NCAR CCM3 

(Kiehl et al., 

1998) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 18 

layers 

CTRL: climatological seasonal 

cycle 

PERT 1: climatological seasonal 

cycle 

PERT 2: observed monthly trend in 

sea-ice extent over the North 

Atlantic--Arctic region during 

1958--97, multiplied by 

approximately a factor of 2. 

CTRL : climatological 

seasonal cycle 

PERT 1: observed SST 

trend computed separately 

for each month during 

1954--94 over the North 

Atlantic north of 30°N, 

multiplied by a factor of −5 

PERT 2: climatological 

seasonal cycle 

240 Integrated 

for 5 

months 

from 1 Dec 

to 30 Apr; 

daily 

Petoukhov 

and 

Semenov 

(2010) 

AGCM 

ECHAM5 

(Roeckner et 

al., 2003) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 19 

layers 

Barents--Kara (65°--80°N, 30°--

80°E): May--Oct was assigned to 

the 1987--2006 climatology, while 

Nov--Apr SIC was set to 100%, 

80%, 60%, 40%, 20% and 1% in 

six corresponding simulations 

Elsewhere, 1987--2006 

climatological monthly mean 

Jan--May set as in the year 

2006; Jun--Aug set as the 

average for the years 2005 

and 2006; Sep--Dec set as 

in the year 2005 

Open water within the 

Barents--Kara Seas: 

−1.8°C 

6 Dec--Feb 

Grassi et al. 

(2013) 

NCAR CAM3 

(Collins et al., 

2006) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 26 

layers 

Climatological monthly-mean sea-

ice concentration for 1950--2001, 

with the only exception being the 

Barents--Kara region where, from 

Climatological monthly-

mean values of SST for 

1950--2001 

48 Run for 12 

consecutive 

years  
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Nov--Apr, sea ice concentration 

was set to 50% and 20% to produce 

the two simulation cases 

RegCM4 

(Giorgi et al., 

2012) 

horizontal 

resolution 

~60 km, 18 

sigma layers 

Results from CAM3 simulations Results from CAM3 

simulations 

1 Jan--Mar 

Semenov et 

al. (2012) 

AGCM 

ECHAM5  

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 19 

layers 

Global data 1968--1976 in the 

sector (35°--90°N, 90°W--110°E) 

minus data for 1998--2006 

Global data 1968--1976 in 

the sector (35°--90°N, 

90°W--110°E) minus data 

for 1998--2006 

1 100 model 

years; focus 

on winter 

and 

summer 

Bhatt et al. 

(2008) 

AGCM 

CCM3.6 (Kiehl 

et al., 1998) 

2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 18 

layers 

CTRL: seasonal cycle, average of 

1979--99 

PERT 1: ice extent varies over 

Apr--Oct 1995 

PERT 2: ice concentration varies 

over Apr--Oct 1995 

In regions where the ice 

extent was less than (more 

than) than the mean extent, 

the exposed ocean was set 

to the climatological SST 

(blended from −1.8°C at 

the ice edge with 

climatological values from 

two grid boxes) 

51 August 

Honda et al. 

(2009) 

AGCM AFES 2.8° × 2.8° 

(T42), 20 

layers 

CTRL: climatological sea ice 

PERT 1: set the prescribed ice 

concentration (IC) as 90% where 

the climatological (1979--2000, 

Sep--Dec) IC was between 15% 

and 90% 

PERT 2: the prescribed IC was set 

as 0% where the climatological IC 

was less than 90% 

CTRL: climatological SST  

PERT 1 and 2: 

climatological-mean SST 

prescribed where ice was 

absent 

50 Integrated 

from Sep to 

Feb; focus 

on Nov, 

Dec, and 

Feb 

Liu et al. 

(2012) 

NCAR CAM3 

(Collins et al., 

2.8° × 2.8°, 

26 layers 

CRTL: seasonally varying Arctic 

sea ice based on the climatology of 

CTRL: climatological 

monthly for 1979--2010 

20 Nov--Dec, 

Dec--Jan 
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2006) Hadley Centre sea-ice 

concentrations for 1979--2010 

PERT: sea-ice loss in autumn (Sep-

-Nov) and winter (Dec--Feb) based 

on regressions with regard to the 

standardized autumn (Sep--Nov) 

Arctic sea-ice index for 1979--2010 

statistically significant at the 90% 

confidence 

level 

PERT: where sea ice was 

removed, SST was set to 

−1.8°C 

Blüthgen et 

al. (2012) 

AGCM 

ECHAM5 

(Roeckner et 

al., 2003) 

1.875° × 

1.875°, 31 

layers 

CTRL: climatological (1979--

1996) SIC with annual cycle from 

SIC of AMIP II 

PERT 1: SIC for Jan--Dec 2007 

taken from the HadISST1 dataset 

north of 60°N, AMIP II 

climatology SIC south of 40°N, 

and a linear interpolation of both 

datasets between 40°N and 60°N; 

PERT 2: global SIC from the 

HadISST1 dataset for 2007 

CTRL: climatological 

(1979--96) SST with 

annual cycle from SST of 

AMIP II  

PERT 1: SST for Jan--Dec 

2007 taken from the 

HadISST1 dataset north of 

60°N, AMIP II climatology 

SST south of 40°N, and a 

linear interpolation of both 

datasets between 40°N and 

60°N 

PERT 2: global SIC from 

the HadISST1 dataset for 

2007 

Conducted 

for 40 

years; 

total 

simulation 

period 

regarded as 

an 

ensemble of 

40 

independent 

annual 

cycles 

Jul--Oct 

Wu et al. 

(2013b) 

AGCM 

ECHAM5 

(Roeckner et al. 

2003) 

 T63, 19 

layers 

CTRL: climatological monthly SIC 

PERT: observed NH monthly SIC 

from 1978--2007 

CTRL: climatological 

monthly SST 

PERT: climatological 

monthly SST 

12 Simulated 

for 30-yr; 

focus on 

winter 

Screen AGCM UM7.3 1.875°×1.25°, High/low ice run: Arctic SIC were Both runs held constant at Run for 100 All seasons, 
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(2013) (Martin et al., 

2011) 

38 layers representative of observed 

conditions in 1979/2009; Antarctic 

SIC were held constant at 

climatological (1979--2009) values 

climatological (1979--

2009) values, except grid 

boxes where the SIC 

differed between the low-

ice and high-ice runs, SSTs 

were prescribed in the 

same manner as SIC 

years (each 

year was 

considered 

to be an 

independent 

ensemble 

member) 

but only 

discussed 

May--Aug 

Screen et al. 

(2013) 

NCAR CAM3 

(Collins et al., 

2006)  

2.8° × 2.8°, 

26 layers 

 

 

CTRL: an annually repeating 

monthly cycle of climatological 

SIC 

PERT: linear trend (TRD) in SIC 

over 1979--2009 for each month 

was added to the climatological 

(CLM) monthly values 

CTRL: an annually 

repeating monthly cycle of 

climatological SST 

PERT: In grid boxes and 

months where the SIC 

trend was not zero, the 

CLM+TRD SST were 

prescribed Elsewhere, 

CLM SST was prescribed 

CTRL and 

PERT were 

run for 100 

years in the 

UM and for 

60 years in 

CAM 

Model 

simulation 

period 

(each year 

considered 

to be an 

independent 

ensemble 

member) 

AGCM UM7.3 

(Martin et al., 

2011) 

1.875°×1.25°, 

38 layers 

PERT*2: CLIM + (TRD*2) PERT*2: similar as PERT, 

but with CLIM + (TRD*2) 

PERT*2: 

run for 100 

years in the 

UM only 

Screen et al. 

(2014) 

NCAR CAM3 

(Collins et al., 

2006) 

2.8° × 2.8°, 

26 layers 

North (south) of 40°N, if the SIC 

observed during a particular month 

deviated from the climatological 

mean (1950--2000) by more than 

(within) 10% (in absolute terms), 

the observed (climatological) SIC 

values were used 

North (south) of 40°N, if 

the SIC observed during a 

particular month deviated 

from the climatological 

mean (1950--2000) by 

more than (within) 10% (in 

absolute terms), the 

observed (climatological) 

SST values were used 

5 1979--

2009. All 

months 

AGCM UM7.3 

(Martin et al., 

2011) 

1.875°×1.25°, 

38 layers 

8 

Rinke et al. 

(2006) 

Regional 

climate model 

0.5° × 0.5°, 

19 layers 

EXP1: sea-ice fraction from 

ERA15 data, and the sea-ice 

EXP1: SST from ERA15 

data 

1 1979--93 

winter 
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(RegCM) 

HIRHAM 

(Christensen et 

al., 1996) 

thickness was fixed to 2 m for all 

sea-ice grid points 

EXP2: sea-ice fraction and sea-ice 

thickness from the Naval 

Postgraduate School ice--ocean 

model output 

EXP2: SST from the Naval 

Postgraduate School ice--

ocean model output 

(Dec--Feb) 

Gerdes 

(2006) 

GFDL AM2 

(Anderson et 

al., 2004) 

2.5° ×2°, 24 

layers 

PERT 1: seasonal cycles of sea-ice 

conditions (concentration and 

thickness) for 1994--96; 

PERT 2: same as above, but for 

1964--66 

PERT 3: sea-ice thickness averaged 

for 1948--98 

PERT4: composite SIC fields from 

1994--96 and 1964--66 

Climatological seasonal 

cycle SST 

40-yr 

integrations 

(Each year  

regarded as 

a 

realization 

of the 

atmospheric 

state) 

Jan--Mar 

Strey et al. 

(2010) 

WRF 3.0.1 40 × 40 km, 

28 layers 

CTRL: 1984 sea-ice conditions 

PERT: SIC in 2007 

CTRL: 2007 atmospheric 

conditions and SST 

PERT: SST in 2007 

10 Oct--Nov 

Porter et al. 

(2012) 

WRF 3.2.0 50 × 50 km, 

40 layers 

High/low ice run: daily SIC of 

1996/2007 

Mixed EXP: SIC of 2007 

High/low ice run: daily 

SST of 1996/2007 

Mixed EXP: SSTs from 

2007 (1996) north (south) 

of 66°N 

Started on 

16 Jun to 1 

Dec (1994--

2008); 

taken as 15 

members 

1 Jul--15 

Nov 

Koenigk et 

al. (2009) 

CCM 

ECHAM5/MPI-

OM (Roeckner 

et al., 2003) 

1.875° × 

1.875°, 31 

layers  

CTRL: 465-yr pre-industrial 

simulation under present day 

greenhouse gas forcing 

SENS: SIC and sea-ice thickness in 

the Barents Sea replaced by the ice 

conditions of May 602 (largest ice 

volume) from the control 

integration 

As per the models 20 All months 
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Orsolini et 

al. (2012) 

CCM 

IFS/HOPE3 

(ECMWF) 

 T159, 62 

layers 

Hindcasts: observed sea-ice extent 

(2002--06) 

Observed SST 30 Oct--Dec 

SENS: actual 2007 sea-ice extent 5 

Peings and 

Magnusdottir 

(2014) 

 NCAR CAM5 2.5° ×1.9°, 30 

layers  

CTRL: mean of 1979--2000 SIC 

from HadISST 

Mean of 1979--2000 SST 

from HadISST 

50 Oct--Dec 

PERT: mean of 2007--12 SIC from 

HadISST 

50 

SENS: sensitivity experiment; CTRL: control run; PERT: perturbed experiment; SIC: sea-ice concentration; SICEclim: climatological sea-ice 

extent; SSTclim: climatological SST 
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Table 2. Modeling studies exploring the climate impact of projected change in Arctic sea ice. 

Study Model name Model 

resolutio

n 

Sea-ice forcing SST forcing Ensembl

e number 

Time of 

analysis 

Datasets 

Singaraye

r et al. 

(2006) 

AGCM 

HadAM3 

2.5° × 

3.75°, 19 

layers 

Spin-up: climatological sea ice in 

1970--80 

PERT 1: sea ice for 2001--2100 

PERT 2: sea ice for 2001--2100 

PERT 1: climatological 

SST field; grid points 

that were ice-covered at 

any time for a particular 

month were given an 

SST of 271.35 K in the 

climatology 

PERT 2: increase in 

SSTs as sea ice decreases 

1 All 

months 

Bootstrap 

observations 

(Comiso et 

al.,1997) 

GISST 

Seierstad 

and Bader 

(2009) 

AGCM 

ECHAM5 

(Roeckner et 

al., 2003) 

2.8° × 

2.8° 

(T42), 19 

layers 

EXP 1: climatological seasonal 

cycle SIC for 1981--99 

EXP2: Projected climatological 

seasonal cycle for 2081--99 

ECHAM5/MPI-OM IPCC 

SRESA1B scenario output of 

three ensemble members; sea-ice 

thickness fixed at 2 m 

EXP 1: climatological 

seasonal cycle SST for 

1981--99 

EXP2: NH, replaced with 

projected SSTs at grid 

points where sea ice had 

changed; elsewhere, 

climatological seasonal 

cycle SST for 1981--99 

1 Nov--

Mar 

HadISST1.1 

(Rayner et al., 

2003) 

Higgins 

and 

Cassano 

(2009) 

NCAR 

CAM3 

(Collins et 

al., 2006) 

1.1° × 

1.4° 

(T85), 26 

layers 

CTRL: Monthly climatological 

sea-ice extent from 1980--99 from 

an ensemble of fully coupled 

CCSM3 pre-industrial control 

runs 

PERT: monthly climatological 

sea-ice extent from 2080--99 from 

an ensemble of CCSM3 A1B 

scenario 

SST climatology data; 

where sea ice was 

removed, SSTs were set 

to −1.8°C 

60-yr 

runs 

Nov--Feb Ensemble 

simulation of 

CCSM3 
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Deser et 

al. (2010) 

NCAR 

CAM3 

(Collins et 

al., 2006) 

1.4° × 

1.4° 

(T85), 26 

layers 

CTRL: repeating seasonal cycle 

of sea ice (concentration and 

thickness) for the period 1980--

99, obtained from the 7-member 

ensemble mean of 20th century 

CCSM3 

PERT: a repeating seasonal cycle 

of Arctic sea ice (concentration 

and thickness) for the period 

2080--99, taken from the 8-

member ensemble mean of 21st 

century CCSM3 simulations 

under A1B 

CTRL: repeating 

seasonal cycle of SST for 

The period 1980--99, 

obtained from the 7-

member ensemble mean 

of 20th century CCSM3 

PERT: As CTRL; where 

fractional sea ice cover in 

the late 20th century was 

replaced by open water 

in the late 21st century, 

SSTs were set to −1.8°C 

60-year 

runs 

All 

months 

Ensemble 

simulation of 

CCSM3 

Guo et al. 

(2013) 

Bergen 

Climate 

Mode 

2.8° × 

2.8° 

(T42), 30 

layers 

Present-day CTRL: with 

atmospheric CO2 concentrations 

kept constant at the year 2000 

level 

Future CTRL: IPCC A2, during 

101--120 years, the CO2 

concentration was fixed at 992 

ppm 

Coupled CTRL: Inside the Arctic 

region, spring Arctic SIC was 

prescribed with daily 

climatological values that were 

obtained from the last 20 years of 

Present-day CTRL. Outside the 

Arctic region, the system 

remained fully coupled. Integrated 

for 60 years 

Atmosphere-only PERT: the 

spring Arctic SIC from the daily, 

Coupled CTRL: Inside 

the Arctic region, spring 

Arctic SST was 

prescribed with daily 

climatological values that 

were obtained from the 

last 20 years of Present-

day CTRL. Outside the 

Arctic region, the system 

remained fully coupled. 

Integrated for 60 years 

Atmosphere-only PERT: 

the spring Arctic SST 

from the daily, 

climatological mean of 

the last 20 years of 

Future CTRL when the 

spring ASIC in the Sea of 

Okhotsk and the Barents 

1 Feb--

Apr; Jun-

-Aug 

Monthly sea-

ice area from 

the National 

Snow and Ice 

Data Center; 

monthly SIC 

from the 

British 

Atmospheric 

Data Centre 
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climatological mean of the last 20 

years of Future CTRL when the 

spring ASIC in the Sea of 

Okhotsk and the Barents Sea was 

essentially zero 

Coupled PERT: same as Coupled 

CTRL but with the spring Arctic 

SIC obtained from the last 20 

years of Future CTRL. Integrated 

for 60 years 

Sea was essentially zero 

Coupled PERT: same as 

Coupled CTRL but with 

the spring Arctic SST 

obtained from the last 20 

years of Future CTRL. 

Integrated for 60 years 

Peings 

and 

Magnusdo

ttir (2014) 

NCAR 

CAM5 

2.5° 

×1.9°, 30 

layers  

CTRL: mean of 1979--2000 SIC 

from HadISST 

Mean of 1979--2000 SST 

from HadISST 

50 Oct--Dec Projected SIC 

from 

ensemble 

mean of 

CCSM4 under 

RCP8.5 

PERT: mean of 2080--99 SIC  50 

 


